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Abstract

Paired results of Beech tree wood

We present a low-cost, high-throughput method for converting many types of 
organic samples into graphite. The method combines sample combustion and 
graphitization in a single process. Using a modified sealed graphitization method, 
samples are placed in a Pyrex tube containing zinc, titanium hydride and iron 
catalyst. The tube is evacuated, flamed sealed, and placed in a muffle furnace 
for 7 hours. Graphite forms on the iron and is then analyzed for 14C content 

using either of NOSAMS’s two AMS systems. This method has been shown to 
work on a variety of organic samples including pure compounds, wood, peat, 
collagen and humics. This simplified procedure could be especially useful in 
reconnaissance studies in which it is desired to rapidly measure a large number 
of samples (untreated or pretreated), at low-cost with analytical precision and 
accuracy approaching that of traditional hydrogen reduction methods.
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Method

Summary 

Results

Samples are placed in dimpled 9 mm X 150 mm long 
Pyrex tubes. Tubes are pre-loaded with 10-15 mg of 
titanium hydride and 30-35 mg of zinc according to 
Xu et al., 2007. Resting on top of the sample is a 6 
mm x  37 mm long Pyrex tube containing ~ 2.5 mg of 
Fe. The assembled  tube is evacuated, flame-sealed, 
and baked  at 500° C for 3 hours and then 550° C for 
4 hours.

Combining combustion and reduction in one step 
offers significant time savings and consequently 
considerable cost reduction. The simplified method 
is robust and appropriate for many organic carbon 
sample types that oxidize below 550 degrees C. 
Single-step reduction shows promise for rapid, lost-
cost reduction of certain organic samples to graphite. 
Analytical precision and accuracy approaches that of 
traditional hydrogen reduction methods.

Summary analyses of standard reference materials.  
Sigma is the difference between measured and 
consensus values divided by the estimates analysis 
error.  Average sigma for the 20 non-blank results 
is 0.4 and the standard deviation of sigma is 0.84 
indicating the method is accurate. The pooled 
standard deviation from consensus is  2.2 ‰.

Single-step reduction  results for  Beech tree wood  (collected in Woods Hole, MA) are plotted below together 
with results obtained by the traditional hydrogen reduction method (Pearson, et al., 1998) from splits of the 
same sample of wood.  The solid line is the atmospheric bomb radiocarbon for Northern Hemisphere zone 1 
(Hua and Barbetti, 2004). 
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Replicate analyses of organic carbon samples 
spanning a range of  Fm and sample masses. Single 
Step graphite results (yellow column) agree well with 
hydrogen reduction results (blue column).
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